


For nearly 40 years, Caldera® Spas has been helping people create a private sanctuary for 

relaxing at home. Our comfortable and elegantly styled hot tubs provide more than an escape 

from daily stresses. Many owners tell us their Caldera spa is a magical place where they go to

feel recharged and renewed each day. We agree. 

As hot tub enthusiasts, we know you’ll get the greatest benefits from your Caldera spa when you 

use it often. That’s what drives us to make the most comfortable, reliable, and high-performance 

hot tubs possible. Your daily transformation depends on it.

In the following pages, you’ll see how we blend beautiful aesthetic details with powerful 

performance enhancements to create each Caldera spa. You’ll get even more insights about us 

from reading actual owner reviews and from our wellness blog featured at calderaspas.com. 

Be sure to watch the inspiring videos on our website, too. 

We believe hot tubs offer so much more than a place to relax; Caldera spas are thoughtfully 

designed for your overall well-being. Thank you for the opportunity to help you create a magical 

space in your life for exceptional self-care. Be well. 

Caldera Spas  — Come to Life®

We’re Committed to 
    Your Well-being
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 We wanted a  

 place we could hang 

out with our kids without 

phones, TVs or Facebook! 

I can’t tell you how many 

wonderful conversations 

we have had with one or 

all of our kids that would 

probably never have 

happened...”

— Caldera Owner, Flower Mound, TX
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Whether you’ll use your Caldera

hot tub to comfort aching joints and 

muscles, as quality “me” time, to 

reconnect with your partner, or for 

“unplugged” family togetherness, 

you’ll want it to be ready when you

need it. 

Our reliable, high-performance 

spas are designed for comfort, 

efficient energy use, and simple 

maintenance so you can focus on 

enjoying your hot tub often. Every 

feature—from the efficiency of a 

heater to the glow of an LED light 

to the versatile jet options—is 

crafted with that in mind.

The Caldera difference is in the 

details. We believe that once you’ve 

experienced the Pure Comfort®, 

performance and style of your 

Caldera spa, you’ll want to make 

it part of your everyday well-being 

routine.

Pure comfort 
Comfort is the essential element in 

our hot tubs. Deep, cradling seats 

and a textured Foot Ridge® help you 

stay relaxed and seated even when 

enjoying powerful jets. Perfectly 

positioned hydrotherapy massage 

melts your tension away. And a 

whisper-quiet sound dampening 

design enhances the comfort 

experience. 

Pure performance 

To get the most out of your spa, it 

needs to operate at a consistently 

high level. Each Caldera hot tub 

is engineered and built with the 

strictest attention to quality and 

efficiency. Our commitment is 

your assurance of reliable, energy-

efficient performance for years of 

worry-free hot tubbing. 

Pure style 
We craft each hot tub detail to 

awaken the senses. From rich 

colors to the organic contours of 

our sculpted seats, every element 

is intended to soothe and delight.
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Perfect Fit
Discover Your

Everyone has their own vision of what owning a 

hot tub will be like. So we know your perfect Caldera® 

spa “fit” is as individual as you. Whatever your needs 

and preferences, let us help you discover the spa that 

will help create your perfect “Caldera moments.” 



 Best investment  

 we made to our 

happy marriage! Our 

hot tub has definitely 

brought us close together.” 

— Caldera Owner, Elkton, MD
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What’s the best way to 
discover the right fit?
Owning and maintaining a Caldera® 

spa is easy—and our expert 

Caldera retailers make buying and 

owning a hot tub even easier. 

Knowledgeable, caring and helpful, 

your local retailer will listen and 

answer every question. Schedule a 

free test soak and discover the fit 

that’s right for you.

Caldera quality
Each Caldera spa series offers 

models with a distinct level of value 

and features. And all Caldera spas 

are designed with our signature 

combination of Pure Comfort®, 

performance and style to deliver 

optimal self-care and daily renewal.

Hallmark features:
• Beautiful interior acrylic shell,

 hand-crafted with our three-layer   

 DuraBond system for strength

• Durable, low-maintenance EcoTech™  

 cabinets with the aesthetic appeal

 of natural wood

• Quiet and energy-efficient 

 EnergyPro® system to minimize   

 operating costs

• Energy-efficient and environmentally  

 responsible proprietary FiberCor®    

 insulation

• Integrated, low-maintenance FROG®   

 in-line water care system

Utopia® Series
For the most ideal personal care 

experience, Caldera presents the 

Utopia Series featuring an exclusive 

combination of high-performance 

details and elegant design. Utopia 

Series models offer the pinnacle of 

hot tub comfort, performance and 

style. Ease of use, low operating 

costs, and an exceptional hot tub 

experience make Utopia Series the 

preferred choice of discerning spa 

owners. 

Paradise® Series
The high-quality Paradise Series 

models offer a blend of premium 

options and functions for complete 

restorative relaxation. 

 

Vacanza® Series
The Vacanza Series models 

combine signature Caldera quality 

and many popular features, 

delivering daily renewal at a 

great value. 

Paradise Series

Makena® 7’5” x 7’5” x 36” • Seats 6 Adults

Salina®  7’5” x 7’5” x 36” • Seats 7 Adults

Martinique®  7’5” x 6’4” x 34” • Seats 5 Adults

Kauai®  7’ x 5’5” x 29” • Seats 3 Adults

Utopia Series

Cantabria® 9’ x 7’7” x 38” • Seats 8 Adults

Geneva® 7’5” x 7’5” x 38” • Seats 6 Adults

Niagara® 7’5” x 7’5” x 38” • Seats 7 Adults

Tahitian® 7’ x 7’ x 36” • Seats 6 Adults

Vacanza Series

 

Palatino® 7’5” x 7’5” x 38” • Seats 6 Adults

Marino®  7’ x 7’ x 36” • Seats 6 Adults 

Vanto®  7’ x 7’ x 36” • Seats 7 Adults

Tarino™  6’10” x 6’10” x 33” • Seats 5 Adults

Aventine®  5’4” x 5’4” x 29” • Seats 2 Adults



 My Caldera spa  

 is  nothing less 

than magical.  Each and 

every time I use it, I am less 

stressed, muscle soreness 

fades and ultimate 

relaxation is achieved.” 

–Caldera Owner, Minneapolis, MN
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The complete approach to 
hot tub massage 
Move from seat to seat in a Caldera 

hot tub and something wonderful 

happens. You’ll discover that 

each seat position is focused on 

massaging one muscle group at 

a time. We call this whole-body 

approach Hot Tub Circuit Therapy®, 

an exclusive Caldera innovation.

Fitness trainers work out muscle 

groups in sequence to create 

results. Similarly, Hot Tub Circuit 

Therapy uses a targeted, thorough 

approach, giving attention to 

the major muscle groups of the 

body. This unique system lets you 

attend to muscles in your neck and 

shoulders, upper and lower back, 

hips, hamstrings, calves, and feet. 

And by adjusting the intensity of 

the jets, you can also control the 

strength of the massage—from 

deep, penetrating pressure to a 

soothing, relaxing, light touch.

Rotate through the entire circuit or 

concentrate on those spots that 

need the most attention. A Caldera 

hot tub is yours to personalize as 

you wish.

Personalize your massage 

Easily direct or increase water 

flow to the seats you choose with 

the diverter valves located around 

the Utopia® and Paradise® Series 

spas. Adjust the strength and flow 

of many individual jets to your 

preference by simply turning the

air valves or outer ring around 

individual jets.

See Caldera Hot Tub Circuit 
Therapy in action! Scan to 
watch a video and learn more.

Comfort-contoured water diverter

A Cantabria® exclusive, the UltraMassage™ lounge features a unique hydromassage system that 
can be customized, just like a massage chair.

Relief
Needed

Right Where It’s

Every seat and jet in your Caldera® 

spa is designed to deliver specific 

therapeutic relief, bringing comfort 

to achy muscles and joints. The 

jets are adjustable to provide 

personalized, head-to-toe care. 

Target specific muscle groups and 

tension points, or use the exclusive 

Caldera Hot Tub Circuit Therapy® for 

total body restoration. 
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HOT TUB CIRCUIT THERAPY
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Guide to Hot Tub Circuit Therapy*

 UltraMassage™ Seat /Lounge

 Air Jet System

  Atlas® Neck Massage   
  System 

 EcstaSeat®

 LumbarSsage® Seat

 Whirlpool Jet

 Euphoria® Jet

 Sole Soothers® Jets

 Foot Ridge® Support 

 
* Jet systems and positions vary by model.
See individual model specifications for
detailed configuration.

Simple self-care tips to fit your busy schedule 
At CalderaSpas.com you can read about ways to enjoy 

better nutrition, regular exercise, and other self-care 

habits on 20-Minute Renewal, our wellness blog. 

You’ll find a sampling in this brochure; we 

invite you to visit our website to learn more 

about adding vitality to your life in just a few 

moments each day. 

Enhance your life and 
well-being. Visit the 
20-Minute Renewal blog.
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MASSAGE JETS

LumbarSsage® seat
Lower back tension? A unique jet 
configuration kneads your lumbar region 
to relieve tension and pain.

UltraMassage™ seat/lounge 
Relax into the lounge or seat (varies by 
model) to receive a soothing massage to 
your neck, shoulders, and middle back.

Foot Ridge® 
The Foot Ridge support provides a 
convenient anchor point to help you remain 
stationary while powerful jets go to work on 
your sore muscles.

Air jet system
Utopia® Series exclusive 
Carefully placed air jets produce a bubbling, 
stimulating effect for gentle, relaxing 
soft-tissue massage.

Atlas® neck massage system
Utopia Series exclusive 
A soft, contoured pillow cradles your head 
and neck while specialized, adjustable 
above-the-water-line jets massage just the 
right spot on your neck or shoulders.

EcstaSeat® 
This seat has multiple jets that focus on 
the large muscles in your back. Select
models also feature jets for your wrists 
and/or calves.

Whirlpool jet
Utopia Series exclusive 
This high-volume jet delivers a powerful 
massage for your lower back and creates a 
natural swirling effect throughout your spa.

Sole Soothers® jets
Your feet bear your full weight each and 
every day. The Sole Soothers jets reward 
tired soles with a stimulating, direct massage. 

Recovery in Motion

Therapy®
Hot Tub Circuit

Euphoria® jet
This jet provides a deep, powerful, 
penetrating massage to your thighs, knees, 
calves, and feet. 
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The healing properties of warm water immersion and massage have been 

celebrated and applied for centuries. Hospitals and physical therapists employ 

both treatments to provide comfort and help alleviate a range of ailments. 

Take care of the water that’s taking care of you
Your Caldera® spa delivers rich benefits, including an easy way to maintain fresh, 

crystal clear water.

Refresh in

Water
Clean, Sparkling

Vanishing Act calcium removerClean Screen pre-filter 

Monarch® water care system
As an alternative to the FROG 

in-line water care system, 

optional Monarch water care 

combines the cleaning power 

of ozone with silver ions and 

MPS non-chlorine oxidizer so 

you can enjoy sparkling clear spa 

water with a minimal amount of 

chlorine. A key component of 

the Monarch water care system 

is the CD-Ozone unit which 

continuously injects millions 

of tiny, highly concentrated 

ozone bubbles into the water, 

neutralizing contaminants on 

contact. The CD-Ozone unit is 

included standard on all Utopia® 

Series spas. 

Monarch water care products
Monarch water and spa care 

products are designed for your 

Caldera spa and are available 

at your authorized Caldera 

Spas retailer.
Start with better water
The Clean Screen® pre-filter ensures that only fresh, clean water goes into your 

spa. The Vanishing Act® calcium remover reduces calcium buildup and creates 

softer-feeling water—a must-have item for spa owners in communities with 

hard water.

The integrated FROG® water care system
Complicated water care is a thing of the past. The innovative FROG in-line 

water care system comes standard on all Caldera spas. Clean, sparkling water  

has never been easier. See next page for details about the benefits of FROG.
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WATER CARE

The Integrated

System
FROG® Water Care 

Why is water care important?
Peace of mind. You want to know 

that every time you use your 

Caldera® spa, 

you are stepping 

into crystal clear, 

fresh water. 

Natural body oils, skin and hair 

care products can leave residue in 

your spa. While the filter and pump 

remove debris and circulate the 

water, your spa water also needs to 

be sanitized to ensure it 

is clean, healthy and inviting. 

Why is FROG better?
You’ll use fewer chemicals with 

FROG—read on for details of this 

simple, effective and beneficial 

water care system.

Simple 
Integrated. A FROG in-line 

housing is integrated into the shell 

of your Caldera spa. Water flows 

through the FROG housing, treating 

your water continually.

Automatic. FROG uses simple, 

color-coded replacement cartridges 

that last for weeks or months 

(varies based on usage), instead 

of bottled chemicals that need to 

be measured and added regularly  

by hand, saving you time and 

preventing over-treatment.  

Beneficial
Fewer chemicals. Since the 

FROG system requires fewer 

chemicals and less effort than 

traditional water care systems, 

you’ll enjoy your spa more.

Gentle to skin. By using less 

bromine, water treated with FROG 

is gentle to the skin and eyes. 

Water not only feels fresh, with 

the FROG system you don’t have 

to experience the harsh smell of 

chlorine sanitizers.

Simple replacement cartridges deliver just 
the right amount of bromine (purple) and 
minerals (blue) for simple and effective 
water care.

Effective
Proven technology. The 

innovative FROG system uses 

a combination of bromine and 

minerals specifically formulated to 

work effectively in warm water. 

Adjustable. The bromine and 

mineral cartridges are each adjusted 

with a simple dial so you can set 

the amount of product released 

based on your spa usage.  

Mineral enhanced. The FROG 

mineral cartridge enhances the 

effectiveness of the bromine 

sanitizer, which means you use

less bromine.

What makes the FROG water 
care system so easy? Scan to 
watch a video and learn more.



	 The	primary	use 

 for me is to unwind 

at the end of the day so I

can get a good night’s sleep. 

15-20 minutes before 

bedtime and I sleep like 

a  baby ... One of the best 

investments we’ve

ever made.” 

    — Caldera Owner, Arlington, TX
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Durable design
Our EcoTech™ cabinet combines 

the aesthetic appeal of real 

wood with the durability of low-

maintenance reinforced polymers. 

Backed by up to a 3-year limited 

warranty (varies by series), EcoTech 

spa cabinets are available in a 

choice of rich colors.

Each Caldera spa rests on a sturdy, 

pressure-treated pedestal with a 

protective polymer sheet that forms 

a sealed moisture barrier at its base.

The advanced DuraBond system 

is made of acrylic and two layers 

of specially formulated resin and 

fiberglass to strengthen your 

Caldera spa shell. Available in an 

array of rich colors and textured 

designs. (Color selection varies by 

model.)

Added convenience
To simplify your setup, we make 

sure your installation complies 

with the National Electric Code 

by including a ground fault circuit 

interrupter (GFCI) sub-panel with 

every 230 volt-spa – sparing you 

this additional expense.

PERFORMANCE

For Everyday
Renewal

At Caldera® Spas, we focus on 

creating products that are built for 

lasting dependability. We design 

with performance, durability and 

convenience in mind. The result is a 

superior-engineered hot tub you can 

rely on for your daily renewal and 

personal well-being. 

Lasting performance 
All Utopia® and Paradise® Series 

spas include the highly efficient 

EnergyPro® system featuring a 

specially designed circulation 

pump that reduces wear on jet 

pumps by circulating your water 

continuously to maintain filtration 

and temperature control.

The EnergyPro heater, made 

with advanced materials for long-

lasting performance, is backed 

by an unconditional 5-year limited 

warranty. Motors that run cooler 

last longer over time. Our patented 

venting system protects the jet 

pump motors and electronic 

components by creating cooler 

operating conditions. 

Easy controls
Utopia Series models feature the 

exclusive Advent® LCD control, an 

advanced LCD panel with a color 

display. With intuitive operation, 

you’ll easily control jets, multi-zone 

lighting and the integrated wireless 

sound system (optional) with the 

touch of a button. The auxiliary 

control panel on Utopia spas lets 

you operate spa functions from a 

remote seating area. 

Caldera performance features 
make owning your spa as 
enjoyable as using it. Scan to 
watch a video and learn more.

Paradise Series control panel

Vacanza Series control panel

Utopia Series auxiliary control panel

Utopia Series control panel

Paradise Series spas feature the 

attractively designed, menu-driven 

Advent LED control panel. The 

control features an easy-to-read

LED display, simple navigation, and 

backlit buttons for convenience,

day or night.
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Energy Efficiency

Good About
You’ll Feel
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Custom high-density covers
Caldera safety covers are custom- 

made in our facility to match exact 

spa measurements. This ensures a 

tight seal between the bar top and 

cover that keeps heat in and cold air 

out, reducing energy costs. The full-

foam insulated cover, wrapped in 

durable marine-grade vinyl, includes 

matching child safety locks and is 

UL listed in compliance with ASTM 

standards. 

Energy innovations that 
save you money
Designing energy-efficient spas 

is more than good environmental 

policy; it’s a performance essential 

that lowers operating costs—and 

saves you money. So rest assured 

that Caldera® spas are not just 

made for comfort, they’re made for 

cost-effective use.

EnergyPro® technology
As part of the EnergyPro system, 

the exclusive EnergyPro circulation 

pump (Utopia® and Paradise™ 

Series) keeps water hot and ready 

while meeting the most stringent 

energy efficiency standards 

established by the California Energy 

Commission for portable spas. The 

pump operates continually at very 

low wattage to filter water and 

maintain the desired temperature. 

This reduces the need to engage 

the EnergyPro heater as often, so 

operating costs go down and the 

heater life goes up. 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

You’ll Feel

FiberCor® - an innovation in
hot tub energy efficiency 
Caldera spas are insulated with 

proprietary FiberCor insulation that 

has four times the density of the 

urethane foam used in most hot 

tubs. This industry breakthrough 

insulation is completely recyclable, 

100% non-petroleum based and 

is free of harmful emissions. As a 

result, FiberCor provides superior 

insulation, improves hot tub 

performance, lowers energy costs, 

and is better for the environment.

 We have long, cold  

 winters and use 

our hot tub throughout 

the seasons. We have not 

had even one service or 

maintenance problem in

over three years of use. 

Would definitely purchase 

another one, but probably 

won’t need to...”

—Caldera Owner, Lockport, NY

From the recycled materials in 

our cabinets and insulation, to 

our environmentally responsible 

manufacturing process and stringent 

energy-efficiency standards, your 

Caldera spa is built to minimize the 

impact on our environment. You will 

feel good in your Caldera spa, and 

feel good about it, too. 
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 Plenty of seating   

                     and  massage 

options. Great power and 

nice touches with the 

waterfall and LED lights.” 

    — Caldera Owner, Canada
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Illuminate
the Night



An array of mood-enhancing colors let you add ambiance at night
Scan to see our dramatic 
multi-zone lighting and learn 
more about Caldera style.

For more simple ideas to 
improve your well-being visit 
the 20-Minute Renewal blog 
at CalderaSpas.com.
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LIGHTING

We give special attention to lighting for its mood-setting effect, especially at 

night. Design your perfect “Caldera® moment” by illuminating the darkness with 

colorful lighting. Adjust the intensity to complement a perfect evening. Select 

tranquil teal, radiant red or a slow rotation of all six colors. The choice is yours.

SpaGlo® multi-zone LED lighting system
Utopia® Series exclusive

Enhance the ambiance of every use with the SpaGlo lighting system. The 

system includes six colors that accent separate, individually adjustable zones: 

Euphoria® jet and assist bar; underwater light; Acquarella® waterfall; diverter, 

and air valves. The SpaGlo system also includes exterior cabinet lights to 

enhance the beauty and safety of the area around your spa.

 LED Points of Light system
Paradise® and Vacanza® Series

The Caldera Points of Light system 

casts reflective rays in the footwell 

and interior of your spa, and along 

the water’s edge. Set your choice of 

six colors or enjoy a slowly changing 

prism of color.

Color Psychology

Did you know yellow is the color 

of optimism? For insights about 

how color may influence mood, 

check out our blog. 

Aqua

MagentaIndigo Emerald

Gold Ruby



 When I purchased  my home I decided to do my best  

 to recreate the spa experience in my own space. 

The Geneva has done that and more. It has a lounge seat as 

well as multiple other stations but also the lights and music 

through Bluetooth that create a little piece of paradise ...

I am very pleased with my purchase!”

—Caldera Owner, Sarasota, FL
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Enhance the Mood 

Sound
with Sight and



ENTERTAINMENT

Custom, integrated entertainment options for your spa
Music is the perfect complement to hot tub enjoyment, and with a range of integrated options, you’re sure to find the 

Caldera® entertainment system that’s right for you.

Wireless sound system with Bluetooth® 
Convenience and simplicity are at the heart of our Caldera Wireless Sound System 

with Bluetooth Technology. Upgrade your system with the internally mounted 

subwoofer to enhance the low range bass and volume. Every Caldera Wireless Sound 

System lets you adjust volume, bass, treble, and balance, right from the spa controls.

Wireless sound system with in-home dock
Add the exclusive wireless in-home dock to expand your options. The enhanced 

system lets you transmit music from inside your home to your spa by docking 

an iPod® or iPhone® – and it allows you to control your track and volume directly 

from the spa. This enhanced in-home dock system is so versatile you can plug in 

virtually any music device, in-home stereo, or even a TV via the 3.5 mm audio input. 
 

For music lovers, be sure to order your Caldera spa with integrated speakers, and 

talk with your dealer about which music system is right for you. Factory-installed 

waterproof speakers are thoughtfully placed within the spa shell for superior 

aesthetics and sound quality.

Integrated speakers

Utopia® Series - Music-ready Utopia 
models include three pairs of low profile 
integrated speakers that surround the 
contoured pillow headrests for high 
quality sound.

Paradise® Series - Music-ready Paradise 
models include sleek speakers thoughtfully 
placed on the spa shell.

Vacanza® Series - Most Vacanza models 
can be ordered music-ready to include 
well-placed speakers to enhance your 
spa enjoyment.
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Connect with peace of mind
The innovative Connextion™ remote 

spa monitoring system provides an 

easy way to ensure your spa is cared 

for, even when you’re away. Through 

a computer or smart device via a 

cloud-based subscription service, 

the Connextion system alerts you 

and your Caldera® dealer when 

your spa needs attention, so regular 

maintenance or repairs can be 

performed without worry or delay.  

Simplify your life
The Connextion system also offers 

convenient remote access to 

select spa functions from virtually 

anywhere, so your personal spa 

retreat can be ready for you when 

you want it to be.

Via the free Connextion App on your 

smart mobile device or your PC, you 

can easily:

•  adjust water temperature

•  activate the jets

•  turn on the spa lock

•  check filter cleanliness

•  contact your dealer, and more

Whether you are on the go or want 

to enjoy a spa at a second home, 

the Connextion system gives you 

the peace of mind that your spa is 

being monitored – and that it’s ready 

to deliver the ultimate restorative 

experience.  
Connextion system features
• Global monitoring of spa systems

• VirtualValet™ messaging feature  

 that alerts you and your dealer if  

 maintenance or service is needed

• Remote access to spa controls   

 from virtually anywhere

• Exclusive patented technology*

The Connextion remote spa 

monitoring system is available as a 

dealer-installed option on all Caldera 

spa models. Ask your dealer for 

details.

*US Patents #8,688,280 and #8,838,280

CONNEXTION
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System  

Connextion™

   Remote Spa Monitoring
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More ways to renew and connect
Daily restoration in warm, swirling water is the ideal antidote for the stresses of 

modern life, just as a refreshing dip in cool water offers invigorating relief during 

the heat of summer. With the CoolZone hot tub cooling system, your Caldera® spa 

can both heat and cool the water – something that is not possible with most hot 

tubs. This easy-to-use innovation expands your hot tub use, so you and your family 

can enjoy hot tubbing more, all year long.  

Get more from your hot tub
With the versatility of the CoolZone system, your spa becomes a cool place to 

connect with children during the day*, and a personal retreat for warm water 

massage later that night. For active adults, cooler water can offer soothing relief 

for muscles after an intense workout. With the CoolZone option, you now have a 

choice: warm or cool— it’s up to you. 

Flexible and energy-efficient 
Similar to the way an air conditioner cools your home, the CoolZone system cools 

spa water to as low as 60 degrees. And when you’re ready to warm things up 

again, the system works with your spa’s heater to efficiently raise the temperature 

in just a few hours**. Depending on factors like ambient air temperature, the 

CoolZone system even has the potential to lower operating costs by reducing the 

time required to run the standard EnergyPro® heater that keeps the water hot.  

Is the CoolZone system 
right for me?
The CoolZone system from Caldera 

is a wonderful option for:  

• Hot tubbers living in hot climates 

• Families and grandparents with  

 small children 

• Active adults desiring cold water  

 therapy

The CoolZone system is a dealer-

installed option on all Caldera spas. 

Contact your dealer for installation 

requirements and information.

*Never leave children unattended around water. 
**Depending on ambient temperature and other 
factors. Ask your Caldera dealer for details. 

COOLZONE
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CoolZone™

   Hot Tub Cooling System
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Accessories

Way of Life
to Enhance Your

When shopping for a hot tub, 

ease-of-use is high on the list of 

“must haves.” That’s why Caldera® 

offers accessories with the same 

quality and convenience features 

as our spas. 

ProLift® cover lifters
A spa cover lifter is an essential part 

of the Caldera Spas experience. 

With the leverage and design 

provided by a lift system, it’s easy 

to fold the cover back and quickly 

move it out of the way. And who 

wants to wrestle with a cover 

before and after relaxing in a 

hot tub?

Designed to integrate seamlessly 

with Caldera spas, the four ProLift 

Cover Lifter options give you easy 

access to your spa and minimize 

wear and tear on your cover.

ProLift III - Our best lifter 

The sturdy ProLift III lifter has two 

pneumatic gas shocks to provide 

smooth, quiet operation. Shocks do 

the heavy lifting so very little effort 

is required—even on larger spa 

models. Requires 24” clearance.

ProLift II - Smooth operation
The ProLift II lifter uses a single 

pneumatic gas shock for smooth 

operation. Requires 24” clearance.

ProLift IV - For installations 
with limited clearance
For decks, gazebos or other areas 

where clearance is limited, the 

ProLift IV enables you to position 

the cover vertically, just behind the 

spa. Requires only 7” clearance.

ProLift - A great value 
The ProLift attaches to both cover 

and cabinet and has a built-in safety 

lock feature. Just lift, glide and fold 

away. Requires 14” clearance.
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ACCESSORIES

Salina® spa shown with towel tree, handrail and umbrella

Spa side accessories

Spa side umbrella
The large 9’9” diameter umbrella canopy pivots to cover either your spa or patio. 

The base slips securely under the spa cabinet for stability. Canopy available in 

Crème or Navy.

Spa side handrail
The Caldera spa side handrail is ideal for children, seniors, or anyone desiring 

added security getting in and out of the spa. The base plate slips securely under 

the spa cabinet for stability, and the curved rail pivots for entrance or exit. For 

added safety, the handrail is illuminated with an LED light.

Spa side towel tree
Hang towels or robes while you enjoy the spa. The sturdy powder-coated 

aluminum construction stands up to the weather.

Spa steps

StoneScape steps
We offer a matching two-tiered 

step for the StoneScape cabinet 

option on the Utopia® Geneva® 

and Niagara® models.

EcoTech™ steps
Steps are essential for safe spa 

entry and exit. Our durable, 

matching EcoTech steps are made 

from the same material used to 

construct our exterior EcoTech 

cabinets. Available in Coastal Gray, 

Espresso and Redwood.

Polymer steps
This economical 32” step is 

durable and lightweight and made 

of recycled materials. Available 

in Coastal Gray, Espresso and 

Redwood.
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Vacanza® Series
Revive Body,

Mind and Soul
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VACANZA SERIES

The Vacanza Series
The Vacanza Series models combine Caldera® quality and popular features 

to deliver personal renewal at a great value. Like all of our hot tubs, Vacanza 

models include hydrotherapy jets that target major muscle groups to work away 

stress so you emerge fully rejuvenated.

The streamlined spas are ergonomically designed to cradle your body, and 

feature a uniquely textured Foot Ridge® that lets you stay securely in your seat, 

helping you relax, especially when enjoying powerful jets. Plus, the sight and 

sound of the Acquarella® waterfall will delight your senses every time you use 

your Vacanza Series spa.

Caldera Pure Comfort®, Performance & Style
All Vacanza Series spas are crafted for durability so you can enjoy frequent use. 

Features include:

 • Hot Tub Circuit Therapy®

 • Integrated FROG® in-line water care

 • Energy efficient FiberCor® insulation

 • DuraBond reinforced shell

 • Low-maintenance EcoTech™ cabinet

 •  115v/20 amp plug-in (Tarino and Aventine models)

Palatino®

Seats 6 Adults

7’5” x 7’5” x 38”

45 Jets

Aventine®

Seats 2 Adults

5’4” x  5’4” x 29”

14 Jets

Vanto®

Seats 7 Adults

7’ x 7’ x  36”

35 Jets

Tarino™

Seats 5 Adults

6’10” x 6’10” x 33”

23 Jets

Marino®

Seats 6 Adults

7’ x 7’ x  36”

35 Jets

Find your perfect fit! Scan to 
learn more and read reviews 
from Vacanza owners.

The versatile Vacanza Series features models with seating for up to 7 adults. The Aventine is a two 
person hot tub specially designed for small spaces.

 “We are a family of 6 and enjoy the spa year-round  

 at least once a week. It’s a good time to relax and talk to 

each other about everything that’s going on with everyone.

No cell phones, emails, texts, etc.” —Vacanza Owner, Brookfield, CT



The Palatino spa seats six adults, features the Acquarella® 

waterfall, and has 45 powerful hydromassage jets. This 

value-priced hot tub is stylish and spacious. 

Vacanza ® Series

Palatino
 
®
 

Seating Capacity  6 adults  

Dimensions 7’5” x 7’5” x 38” 
   226 cm x 226 cm x 96 cm

Hydromassage Jets 4 AdaptaSsage® jets, 
 45 Total 6 AdaptaFlo® jets, 
   35 Euro jets

FROG® Water Care System Integrated; cartridge-ready

Shown with Champagne Opal shell and Redwood cabinet.
For a full list of all specifications, please see page 48.
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VACANZA SERIES

A non-lounge hot tub, the Vanto model features the 

stylish design and powerful spa jetting system found on 

all Vacanza® Series hot tubs. 

Six adults fit comfortably in the Marino, a popular 

Vacanza® Series spa with 35 hydromassage jets and a 

surprising range of features that make caring for and 

enjoying your hot tub a simple pleasure. 

Vacanza ® Series Vacanza ® Series

Marino ® 
Vanto ® 

Shown with Champagne Opal shell (top) and White Pearl shell and 
Coastal Gray cabinet. For a full list of all specifications, please see page 48.

Shown with  Tuscan Sun shell (top) and White Sands shell with Espresso 
cabinet (bottom). For a full list of all specifications, please see page 48.

Seating Capacity  6 adults  

Dimensions 7’ x 7’ x 36” 
   213 cm x 213 cm x 91cm

Hydromassage Jets 3 AdaptaSsage® jets, 
 35 Total 5 AdaptaFlo® jets, 
   27 Euro jets

FROG® Water Care System Integrated; cartridge-ready

Seating Capacity 7 adults 

Dimensions 7’ x 7’ x 36” 
   213 cm x 213 cm x 91 cm

Hydromassage Jets 3 AdaptaSsage® jets, 
 35 Total 5 AdaptaFlo® jets, 
   27 Euro jets

FROG® Water Care System Integrated; cartridge-ready
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A lounge for both of you! Great value. Seats 5, 

115v / 20amp, 23 powerful jets, waterfall, lights.
The Aventine hot tub has been specially designed for 

small spaces and fits exceptionally well in a corner. 

So tuck it away and enjoy a wonderful hydromassage 

experience in this two-person hot tub.

Vacanza ® Series Vacanza ® Series

Tarino™ Aventine
 
®
 

Shown with White Pearl shell and Espresso cabinet.
For a full list of all specifications, please see page 48.

Shown with Sterling Marble shell and Coastal Gray cabinet.
For a full list of all specifications, please see page 49.

Seating Capacity  5 adults  

Dimensions 6’10” x 6’10” x 33” 
   208 cm x 208 cm x 84 cm

Hydromassage Jets 2 AdaptaSsage® jets, 
 23 Total 4 AdaptaFlo® jets, 
   17 Euro jets

FROG® Water Care System Integrated; cartridge-ready

Seating Capacity  2 adults 

Dimensions 5’4” x 5’4” x 29” 
   162 cm x 162 cm x 74 cm
Hydromassage Jets 6 AdaptaFlo® jets 
 14 Total 2 Euro-Pulse® jets, 
   6 Euro jets

FROG® Water Care System Integrated; cartridge-ready
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VACANZA SERIES
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Quality Backed
Quality Built
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TRUST CALDERA

A legacy of trust
Caldera® Spas was 

founded in 1976 

and is one of the 

most heralded and 

trusted spa brands in the world. 

Caldera is manufactured by Watkins 

Manufacturing Corporation—the 

global industry leader having built 

more than one million hot tubs.

Quality assurance
From precision craftsmanship to 

rigorous quality control and testing, 

each Caldera spa is scrutinized 

for form, function, fit and finish 

before it is ready for you. We are 

committed to the highest level of 

engineering and construction and 

back each spa with our exceptional 

ComfortGuard® limited warranty—

one of the best in the industry.

Recognition
Caldera spas 

are recognized 

throughout the 

industry for 

performance, 

quality and 

customer 

satisfaction. Recent 

awards and recognition include 

being consecutively named a 

Consumers Digest®  “Best Buy” 

for the Paradise Series Martinique® 

model and receiving nine  

consecutive certifications for 

excellence 

in customer 

satisfaction from 

the consumer 

group SpaSearch. 

 

At your service
Backed by the full expertise 

and resources of Caldera Spas,  

our professional retailers are 

committed to ensuring your 

long-term customer satisfaction. 

From purchase to installation to 

service and more, count on your 

professional retailer to make 

Caldera ownership easy and 

enjoyable.

A global leader
Watkins Manufacturing Corporation 

is owned by Masco Corporation. 

A Fortune 500 company, Masco 

is a global leader whose family of 

trusted home products includes:  

Caldera
Martinique



 Visit us at: CalderaSpas.com

Acquarella, AdaptaFlo, AdaptaSsage, Advent, Atlas, Aventine, Caldera, Caldera Diagnostic Resource, Cantabria, Come to Life, ComfortGuard, Connextion, CoolZone, EcoTech, EcstaSeat, EnergyPro, Euphoria, Euro-Pulse, 
FiberCor, Foot Ridge, Geneva, Hot Tub Circuit Therapy, Kauai, LumbarSsage, Makena, Marino, Martinique, Monarch, Mystique, Niagara, OrbiSsage, Palatino, Paradise, ProLift, Pure Comfort, Pure Performance, Pure Style, 
Q Chamber, ReliaFlo, Salina, Sole Soothers, SpaGlo, Tahitian, Tarino, UltraMassage, UltraMasseuse, Utopia, Vacanza, Vanto, and VersaSsage, VirtualValet and 20 Minute Renewal are trademarks of Watkins Manufacturing 
Corporation. Delta is a trademark of Masco Corporation of Indiana. Merillat is a trademark of Merillat Industries, Inc., Behr is a trademark of Behr Process Corporation, the BEST BUY Seal is a registered trademark of Consumers 
Digest Communications, LLC, used under license. iPod and iPhone are registered trademarks of Apple, the Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and used under license, FROG is 
a registered trademark of King Technology, Inc. Specifications subject to change without notice. Models, features and electrical requirements may vary by country. U.S. Patents #5647736; 5819332; 5,924,850; 6195811; 6381766; 
6859952; 7,160,446; 7,219,690; 7,490,370; 7671994; 7698754; 6381766B1; D543282; D600816; D616104; D616105; D616999; D641486; D641889; D643539; D649256; D657881 and other patents pending. 
©2015 Watkins Manufacturing Corporation, 1280 Park Center Drive, Vista CA 92081. All rights reserved.

Cert no. XXX-XXX-XXX

We print our brochures on only Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Paper
Printed in the USA on recycled paper that contains 10% post-consumer waste and is FSC certified. FSC ensures that the paper in our 

brochures contain fiber from well-managed and responsibly treated forests. Please pass this brochure on or recycle again.

Take the next step. 
Scan to find your 
local Caldera dealer 
and Come to Life!

$3.95
PN 63016

Caldera
Martinique




